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0. The principle of electrics/electronics
Today, the application of electric/electronic is essential in the vehicle. From the simple on/off
switch for the lamp, to Engine Management System (EMS) which is needed for the control of the
micro computer, Anti Lock Brake (ABS), Transmission Control Unit (TCS), Airbag, Integrated
Switching Unit (ISU), Traction Control Unit (TCS), and etc.
With the use of these complicated electric/electronic parts, the defect rate of the
electric/electronic parts is more quickly growing than that of mechanical parts. Accordingly, the
learning of basic knowledge of the electric/electronic is considered as urgent task for vehicle
maintenance.
We hope that you can understand not the complicated system and academic theory but basic
principle and have a chance to know how to applied it on the vehicle.

1. Composition and principle of electricity
Matter is composed of molecule and molecule is composed of chemical congregation of atoms.
(Ex. molecule of water = 2 atom of hydrogen + 1 atom of oxygen)
As we can see the picture in left, electrons
M orbital
Electron

moving around a nucleus rapidly along the orbit
like as the earth and a planet moving round the

K orbital

sun.
The number of electrons is limited (K: 2, L: 8,

Proton

M: 18...) on the each orbital and each element
Neutron

Nucleus
L orbital

has the specific number of electrons. (Ex.
hydrogen – 1 electron, oxygen – 8 electrons,
carbon – 6 electrons)
Generally, a nucleus has positive electricity, an

Model of an atom

electron negative. A nucleus and an electron
attract each other, so an atom becomes

electrically neutral state. (Amounts of positive electricity = amounts of negative electricity)
Among electrons, an electron moving around in outermost orbit (= valence electron) is easily
separated from the orbit and easily moves to other one because the strength of attraction from a
nucleus to this electron is weak. This valence electron that is out of orbit is called a free electron
and an essence of the electricity. We visualize this flow of free electrons as the current.

2. Conductors and Insulators
When we classify matters according to their electrical property, conductors, insulators and
semiconductors. It is decided by the arrangement of electrons followed by atomic structure of
the matter.
1) Conductors: matters in which electricity flows well
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Most of metal in which free electronics are free to move. The material in order that electricity
flows well: silver Æ copper Æ gold Æa luminium Æ tunsten Æ ginc Æ nikel
2) Insulations: matters in which electricity does not flow
Free electronics are not free to move through the material. Seramic, glass, rubber, plastic, wood,
and etc,.
3) Semiconductors : an intermediate between conductors and inculators in their ability to condct
electricity
Silicon(Si), Germanium(Ge), Selen(Se), and etc,. used as material of electronic parts.
☞ A copper and its alloy are used for a electric wire of a vehicle, in which are various ply. The diameter of
a electric wire is determined by permitted current, load, continuity, temperature and etc,. As according to
the permitted current, length of wire and time duration, the diameter of the electric wire must be thick.

General specifications
area
(mm2 )

diameter

number
of wire

0.5
0.85
1.25
2
3
5
8
15
20

0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.45
0.45
0.8

7
11
16
26
41
65
50
84
41

out
diameter
of wire
2.2
2.4
2.7
3.1
3.8
4.6
5.5
7.0
8.2

0.32 mm
permitted
current(A)
0.5 sq (permitted
9
12
15
20
27
37
47
59
84

current = 9A)

2.2 mm

3. Current, Voltage, Resistance
1) Current
A current is the flow of all free electrons (negative electric charge) moving in same direction and
generally, it is determined that the current flows in same direction of a positive electric charge.

Direct current (DC)

Alternating current (AC)

Ripple current

<Pic. 1>
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(<Pic. 1>. It is said that a current flows in opposite direction of the flow of free electrons)
As see the <Pic. 2>, the waveform of current is distinguished into direct current, alternating
current and ripple current. A direct current (the output current of battery) means that it flows to
one direction with fixed amplitude. In case of an alternating current, (the output current before
rectify, which is from alternator of vehicle or home electricity) the direction of current flow and
amplitude is periodically changed. The ripple current is a synthesis of current and alternation
current.
☞ Current is represented by the amounts of electric charge which flows during 1 second, the symbol is I,
and the unit A(ampare). 1[A] is difind to be the amounts of current when 1[C] flows during 1second.
(In case a matter charged with electricity, we call it electric charge that the amount of electricity of the
matter.
And current does 3 kind of action on vehicle, exothermic action(ex. electric heater, electric bulb), chemical
action(ex. storage battery), magnetic action(alternator, electro magnet, electric motor).

2) Voltage
Voltage is the pressure to make current flow. Current flows from high voltage level (high density
of electric charge) to low voltage level (low density of electric charge), at this moment, the
difference of height is defined as electric potential difference or voltage. There must be a
passage for current to flow. This is often compared with water. (See the Picture 3)
The source to provide voltage (electric potential difference) continuously is defined as
electromotive force, the alternator or battery, which are able to make electric potential difference,
is power source.
☞Generally, the symbol of voltage is E, unit V.

Water storage, pump (source power)

Water level (charge level)

Water (charge)

Valve (variable resistance)
Flow of water (current)

Pipe (conductor)

<Pic. 3>
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3) Resistor
Resistance means the property which interferences the flow of current in conductor of electric
circuit.
Resister has various characteristics according to its kind, shape, thickness, length, temperature
capability and etc. There are many kinds of resistor for its usage.

<Pic. 4> Resistors

☞ The symbol of resister is R, unit Ω .
Ohm's Law: German physicist Ohm discovered it at 1827. If resister is constant, the magnitude of current
is in proportioned to voltage but vice versa with resistor.

I = V / R, R = V / I, V = IR
Let's find out how to connect resistors and relationship with voltage and current.
At first, review the principle and important equation (Ohm's law) in below example.

V = IR
V
R=
I
V
I=
R

In case of above picture, if the voltage is 12[V], the current 2[A], then the resistance is to be
6[Ω] as according to R=V (12)/I (2) as second formula.
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4. Resistance in series
It means that resisters are in sequence, and the total resistance in the circuit is the sum of all
resistances. According to the Ohm's law, the voltage divider is a series circuit of resisters in
which a fraction is the applied voltage appears across each resistor. And the sum of each
voltage is same as source voltage. (In which flows same current and source voltage is divided
and consumed at each resister.) : The total resistance is higher with resistance in series.
In case of above picture, the voltage is 12[V], resistances are R1=1[Ω], R2=2[Ω], R3=3[Ω],

<Calculation of serial resistors>
R = R1 + R2 + R3

let's calculate the voltage drop at each resistance. The total resistance R = R1(=1Ω) + R2(=2Ω)
+ R3(=3Ω) is 6[Ω], and current I = V(=12) / R(=6) is 2[A] so the each voltages are V1 = I(=2A) *
R1(=1Ω) = 2[V], V2 = I(=2A) * R2(=2Ω) = 4[V], V3 = I(=2A) * R3(=3Ω) = 6[V].

5. Resistances in parallel
In case below picture, there are several resistances in parallel and we can see this electric circuit
like this in vehicle. With constant voltage, the current is different at each resistance. The sum of
each current at each resistant is to be total current.

*The total resistance is lower with resistance in parallel.
Current I (A)

L
A
M
P
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As same case as series, let's calculate total resistance and current I1, I2, I3 of each resister
when the voltage is 12[V] and each resistance is R1=4[Ω], R2=6[Ω], R3=12[Ω]. If we know the
current, we can calculate the current at each resistor and then calculate total resistance, but here,
at first let's calculate the total resister in parallel using above formula.
As according to the formula

1
1
1
1
5 1
6 1
=
+
+
=
+
=
=
R R1(4) R 2(6) R3(12) 12 12 12 2
∴ R = 2[Ω]
So the total current is I = V(=12) / R(=2) = 6A. And the individual current at each resister is
I1 = V (12) / R1 (4) = 3[A], I2 = V (=12) / R2 (=6) =2[A], I3 = V (=12) / R3 (=12) = 1[A]
The total current is ∴ I = I1(=3) + I2(=2) + I3(=1) = 6[A].
☞Contact resistance (poor contact): It occurs at contact point, which is improved by joining tightly,
soldering, plating and cleaning. This contact resister occurs if the point of contact is melted by spark, if it
is loosened or if electric wire is connected without removing coating. (Voltage drop increases) And the
more current flows at this point, the more heat is generated and the contact point becomes more oxidized.

6. Serial and parallel connection of resistance
When the circuit has serial and parallel resistance connection together, the circuit resistance can
be found with combining the total resistance of each connection.
☞Kirchhoff's Law : Discovered by German physicist Gustaff Kirchhoff, it is to analyze the circuit of direct
current and it covers the Ohm's Law.
Kirchhoff's Current Law – Kirchhoff's current law states that the algebraic sum of all currents flowing
through one junction (point where three or more conductors are joined) must be zero. (Ex. In

n

∑I
i =1

i

= 0 case above picture of parallel circuit, sum of inlet current I(=2A) = sum of outlet current
I1(=3A) + I2(=2A) + I3(=1A) )
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☞Kirchhoff's voltage Law – Kirchhoff's voltage law states that the algebraic sum of the voltages
throughout the circuit including (closed-loop path) is zero.
m

n

i =1

j =1

∑ Ei = ∑ I j R j

(Ex. In case above picture of series circuit, sum of electromotive force E(12V) =
sum of voltage drops IR1(=2) + IR2(=4) + IR3(=6) )

7. Electrical power
Horsepower usually describes output power of automobile engines or electric motors. 1
horsepower is power needed to lift 75kg object 1m high at 1 second. (1PS=75Kg.m/s)
Likewise electric energy is generated when current is flowing in electric device with voltage. The
work done by electricity at unit time is called Power, symbol P, unit W (Watt). Ohm’ s law
describes the relations between output power, voltage and direct current.
Calculate the current at 12V/60W headlamp
Since two head ramps are connected in
parallel, find it for one and multiply by 2. At the
above equation
P = VI [W]
60 = 12 * I
I = 60 / 12 = 5A
Therefore the current flowing through two
headlamps is 5 * 2 = 10 [A].
For information, the following equation
describes the relationship between horsepower and electric power.
1horsepower(France) = 1 PS = 75Kg.m/s = 736 W
1horsepower(UK) = 1 HP = 550ft.lb/s = 746 W
☞WORK or ENERGY: The total value of work done by current during a certain time is called work
or energy. It is voltage multiplied by consumed time. When 1P(W) of electric power is used for t
seconds, the electric work W is calculated as follows. Its unit is [Ws (Watt.second),
Wh(Watt.hour), J(Joule)]. Also the heat generated by the work can be described as Calorie.

W = Pt = VIt = I 2 Rt[Ws = J ]
H = 0.24 I 2 Rt[cal ] =

* 1[Wh] = 3600[Ws] = 3600[J]

0.24 I 2 Rt
[cal ]
1000

* 1[cal] ≅ 4.2[J]

Automotive capacitors are noted 45[Ah], 55[Ah] and so on. It means it is capable to work of the
amount 12 V * 45[Ah] = 540[Wh].
A lot of electromagnetic devices (solenoid, buzzer, motor, relay, alternator, and etc) are used in
the automotive industry. This chapter discusses electromagnet and magnetism.
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8. CHARATERISTICS OF MAGNET
Magnetism is the nature of attracting metallic objects. The material which has this nature is called
magnet. Magnet has 2 poles, N pole and S pole. Two poles cannot exist alone. In the middle of
the two poles there is little magnetism. When the magnet is separated, each pieces become all
magnets having N and S poles.
The strength of magnet (magnetic quantity) means the amount of magnetic (attraction or
repulsion) produced by the two poles and depicted by following equation. Its unit is [Wb: Weber].
M1

F = k* (m1*m2) / r^2[N]
k = 6.33 * 10^4

M2

N

S

r

From the equation, when the two
poles are 1m away from each other and k[N] force is applied, the magnetic flux is 1[Wb].

9. MAGNETIC FIELD AND MAGNETIC FLUX
The range magnet can attract or
repel other metallic objects, in
other words the space in which
magnetic force can reach is called
magnetic field. Magnet emits the
magnetic lines of force and has
the following properties. (Place
magnet underneath of paper or
glass and sprinkle iron powder on
top of the paper. You can see the
shape of the magnetic limes of force)

1) Magnetic line of force orients from N pole to S pole.
2) Magnetic line of force does not cross.
3) The density of magnetic line of force represents the quantity and strength of magnetic
field.
* Magnetization: Magnet can make other non-magnet material have the magnetic characteristics. Metals
can be divided to magnetic material (iron, nickel) and non-magnetic material (aluminum, copper). Among
the magnetic material, if they retain the magnetic characteristics even after magnetization is permanentmagnet material. The material which retains the magnet’ s characteristic temporarily is soft magnetic
material.
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* Flux: The total sum of magnetic lines of force pass through the cross-sectional area of the magnetic
field
Symbol is Φ, the unit is Weber [Wb].
* Magnetic Flux Density: The number of magnetic lines of force passing through the unit 1[m^2] tangent
surface to the magnetic line of force.
Symbol is B, its unit is [Wb/m^2]. (B = Φ/A [Wb/m^2], A: unit surface)

10. MAGNETIC FIELD BY CURRENT
As shown in the picture, iron powder makes concentric circles around the current-flowing wire.
Its direction is clockwise when you look at the
surface in the direction of current. When the
current

is

flowing

through

a

straight-line

conductor, the direction of the magnetic line of
force

is

referred

to

the

right

screw’ s

proceeding direction. This is Ampere’ s right
hand screw law.
What is the direction of magnetic lines of force
in the coils?
The right screw law is applied in this case too. With coil, the direction of the magnetic line of
force is also found by right screw law and each line is added up. As the picture shows, this
shape of coil is called electromagnet or solenoid. This solenoid or electromagnet is used in
various devices (relay, injector, actuators and etc) in automobiles.

<Magnetic field in coil>
Coil’ s N and S poles are recognized by right hand rule. Hold the coil with four fingers at the
direction of current and the thumb will point N pole.
Then what are characteristics of the electromagnet?
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When the current flows the solenoid inside of which is empty or filled with non-magnetic material,
magnetic force will not be easily transferred through the air or non-magnetic material. When the
core is filled with ferromagnetic metal, magnetic force is stronger because the coil’ s line of
force and the core’ s line of force are added together. In other words, the iron core is the better
path for the magnetic force than the air. Thus the iron core increases the magnetic force.
Permanent magnet and electromagnet have equally magnetism but there are electromagnet’ s
unique characteristics as follows.

-

When the direction of current changes the poles change.

-

Only when the current flows, it has magnetism.(Can control the magnetic field ON/OFF
having the current ON/OFF.)

-

The magnetic force of electromagnet changes by number of turns of coils or the amount
of current.

* Relay: It is a switch magnetically operated. It is used when the small amount of current controls bigger
electric loads. Thin wires and many number of turns-small amount of current generates big magnetic force.
* Solenoid: It can be also used as a switch. Usually it generates big force when it is operated.
(i.e.,: Field coil of starter motor) Thick wires and small number of turns – Big current generates big
magnetic force

11. ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE
As it is discussed in the part of characteristics of the magnetic line of force, when the current
flows through conductors, the magnetic field is produced around the conductor describing as
right hand rule. What will happen when this conductor is placed between the two magnets?
One side of the conductor, the magnetic line of force decreases because the magnetic field by
magnets and the magnetic field produced by current-flowing conductor have opposite direction.
In the other side two magnetic fields are in the same direction so the density of magnetic flux
increases. These magnetic line of force repel each other so it creates the force F. Like this the
force created when the current-flowing conductor is in the magnetic field is called
electromagnetic force. The direction of this force can be found by Fleming’ s left hand rule. (F:
direction of force), (B: direction of magnetic line of force), (I: direction of current ).
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N

Direction of force

N

F

S

Direction of magnetic line of force

S

Direction of current

<Generation of electromagnetic force >
Application of this electromagnetic force is direct current motor for example.
As illusted in the picture, it is built with movable square
loop(coil), commutator bar(or segment), and brush. When
current flows through brush and the commutator bar, the

N

force is generated. Since the two force are in opposite
directions it makes the loop turn. When the loop turns 90
degrees, there is no force on it but it keeps turning due to
the inertia.

S

commutator
brush

<Structure of a generator>

12. INDUCTION
We learned current-flowing conductor is forced to move in the magnetic field (Fleming’ s left
hand rule). In contrary we can also
move the conductor in tangent
direction to the magnetic field.
Moving the two magnets up and

V

down has the same effect. This

S

N

movement disconnects the
magnetic line of force and induced
the electric voltage in the conductor.
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This is called Induction and the induced voltage is called induced electromotive force, the current
is called induced current.
The poles of the induced voltage are recognized by the directions of conductor’ s movement
and of the magnetic field. Fleming’ s right hand rule describes it comprehensively. As the same
as left hand rule, when you make your thumb, index finger, middle finger right angle each other
thumb points the direction of conductor’ s movement, index finger is the direction of magnetic
field, middle finger is the direction of induced electromotive force (+). Therefore when the
movement direction or magnetic field’ s direction, direction of the induced electromotive force
also changes. In addition, the strength of the induced electromotive force is decided by magnet
strength, movement speed of the conductor, and the length of the conductor.
* Lenz’ s law): The direction of the induced electromotive force at coils is the direction of
interfering the change of magnetic flux.

S

N

Direction of
movement
N

N

S

Direction of
movement
N

When the magnet is closing the coil, the magnetic flux is increasing. In order to interfere this, the
induced current is made to make the coil have the same pole to repel. When it’ s away from
the coil, the induced current is flowing to attract. So the end becomes an opposite pole to
draw the magnet.
The above rule applies to the generator (or alternator) of the automobile. It generates direct
current or alternate current depending on its construction. One made of rotating armature and
rectifier makes direct current, one with rotor and slip ring makes alternative current. Automobile
usually employs the alternator and the generated current is rectified to use.
In the generator the coils are usually fixed and the magnetic filed is rotating. Rotating part is rotor
and the fixed part is stator. When the electromagnet rotor is rotating by the engine then the
stators coil has induced voltage. Controling the strength of magnetic field allows controlling the
strength of induced voltage(current).
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Stator
S
Slip ring
Rotor

Brush

N

The picture shows the amount of voltage induced by the rotation angle of rotor. In fact
automobile generator makes three-phase current. To understand it easily it shows only one
phase here.
* Regulator : It is inside the generator. It converts alternative current to direct current, avoids over
charge, controls the volatage according to the electric load (Usually when the engine revolution
increases, it decreases excitation current of rotor.
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13. MAGNETIC INDUCTION
When the current flows in the circuit, magnetic flux is generated in the circuit. When the current
changes, the magnetic flux in the coil also changes, and the induced electromotive force (EMF)
is generated in the circuit. This self-induced EMF interferes the flow of the current. So it is called
back EMF. As explained earlier, EMF is generated in the direction of interfering the increase of
the magnetic flux. (Lenz’ s law)
Current
Current

ON: EMF =
OFF: EMF =

0

OFF

ON

Time

<Current changing of reverse electromotive force>

Closing switch -Æ EMF its direction to slow
down the generation of magnetic field
Opening switch -Æ direction of maintaining the
magnetic field
When switch is off, induced voltage is much

Voltage

higher than that of power supply. Using this
characteristic, automobile’ s ignition coil can
get the secondary high voltage. Most of
actuators (injector, ISC valve, Solenoid, relay…)
show this characteristic in the oscilloscope like
the picture.

* Amount of self-induced EMF: Vs = L

0

ON

OFF

Time

<Voltage changing of reverse electromotive force>

dI
[V ]
dt

Inductance L: Unit is H (Henry). The amount is determined by coil turns, type of core material,
and thickness. (The value of 1 [H] is 1[V] of EMF for 1 second by 1[A] of current
change)
Resistance is what interfere flow of current, Inductance is what the change of current value.
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14. MUTUAL INDUCTION
Like the illustration, when connect two coils and flow current in one coil, self-induced EMF is
generated in the coil. At the same time the other coil induces EMF too due to change of
magnetic field. This is called Mutual Induction.
The direction of the EMF generated by mutual induction is opposite to the induction source
according to Lenz’ s law. Like in the picture, when transistor is used instead of switch and
I2
I1

V2
V1

Turns N1

V1 N1 I 2
≅
≅
V2 N 2 I1

Turns N2

differential of turns is big, it can be used as ignition coil.

* EMF mutually induced : Vm = M

N
dI
[V ] , M = L × 2
dt
N1

Also in the equation of self induced EMF Vm = Vs ×

N2
.
N1

N1: Number of Primary turns, N2: Number of secondary turns, M: Mutual Inductance [H]
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15. SEMICONDUCTORS
Semiconductor assumes intermediate position between metals and insulators.
The conductivity varies from that of metals and insulators in being sensitive to factors like voltage,
current, and temperature fluctuations. The most common materials are silicon (Si) and
germanium (Ge). These are high purity material, called intrinsic semiconductors. Silicon and
Germanium possess 4 valence electrons, with two shared electrons forming the valence bond
between each pair of atoms. They don’ t have free charge carriers thus they are not conductive.
So appropriate additives are added.

1) P-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR
When foreign atoms (Ga, In, B) with 3 valence electrons are added, it’ s one electron too few for
Valence
Si

Si
Si

Si

Si

Si

<Atom structure of silicon>
<Silicon covalent bonding>
complete bonding in the silicon lattice. This allows the current flows more easily. The electron
gap is called “ holes” . With the lack of one electron, it is positively charged and called p-type
semiconductor.

When voltage is applied, they migrate in a direction opposite to that of the

electrons, it is described that the current is carried by the holes in p-type semiconductors.
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2) N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR
Introduction of foreign atoms (P, As, Sb) with 5 valence electrons makes the silicon lattice has
one excessive electron. This free electron result conductive. The silicon is charged negative and
called n-type semiconductor. In n-type semiconductor, the current carrier is electron.

3) P-N JUNCTION
In the junction of p-type and n-type, the area of transition between them does not have carrier
because the holes and free electrons are neutralized. This area is called depletion layer and this
semiconductor is referred to pn-junction semiconductor (or diode). Each side of depletion layer
is charged oppositely. It results an electrical potential between them and it is called diffusion
potential.

P

N

Electron
Hole
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4) DIODE
A diode is a two-terminal electrical device having one p-type semiconductor and another n-type
semiconductor. It allows current to flow only one direction.
Like the picture, when the current flows forward direction with a plus voltage in p-type and a
minus voltage in n-type, holes and free electrons repel each other so the potential barrier
decreases and the depletion layer becomes narrow. It results holes and electrons can move.
Therefore the current flows.
Depletion band

Current easy to flow

P

N

<Forward biased condition /Current flows>
If the voltage is applied reverse direction, a minus voltage in p-type and a plus voltage in p-type.
The holes of p-type move toward a minus and electron in n-type moves to a plus. So the
potential barrier increases and the depletion layer becomes wider. Thus there is no movement of
electrons and so is no current.

Depletion band

Current not easy to flow

P

N

<Reverse biased condition / No current flows>
When the forward biased voltage increases gradually from 0V and it gets a certain amount of
voltage, the current flows very rapidly. The current flow at least with the bigger voltage than
0.6~0.7V (Ge Diode: 0.3~0.4V).
When reverse biased voltage is applied, there is no current flowing but at a certain voltage there
is a sharp rise of current. This voltage is called breakdown voltage.
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5) RECTIFICATON OF DIODE
Using the diod’ s charaterisc of allowing
only one direction current, it can rectify
alternative current into direct current.
Mainly rectifier circuits are devided to halfwave rectifier and full-wave rectifier.

Break doen voltage

Reverse

Forward

Silicon

Characteristics of Diode

Half-wave rectifier circuit:
It cuts alternatating
current waveform in half.

Input

When the plus part of
alternative current flows
the circuit it is forward
biased and the current
flows. In the other hand,
a minus part of current
cannot flow the circuit.

output

<Half-wave rectifier circuit>

Full-wave rectifier: While (+)
part of alternating current is
flowing, the current is
through D1 and D3. In the

Input

other cases the current is
flowing through D2 and D4.
(* The picture is a full-wave
rectifier using the bridge

Output

circuit. There are other types
such as using trans
middletap and etc,.)
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6) TRANSISTOR
Transistor is a developed form from pn-junction and more complicated. It has three terminal
circuit elements, collector, base, and emitter. There are two types of npn-type and pnp-type.
Next picture shows the schematic symbol and model.
P type

N type

collector(C)

emitter(E)

emitter(E)

Collector

N type

N type

base(B)

collector(C)

P type

P type

base(B)

Emitter(E)

collector(C)

Emitter(E)

base(B)

base(B)

< NPN type transistor >

< PNP type transistor >

Now basic operation is discussed.
There are various methods to apply voltage to collector, base, and emitter according to the
purpose. Commonly forward biased voltage between emitter and base and reverse biased
voltage between collector and base. Where the forward biased voltage between base and emitter
is called bias voltage.
NPN type
collector(C)

emitter(E)

Ib
[uA]

current Ic
current Ib

Vbe

base(B)

Vcb

Ic [mA]

<NPN type forward: Electrons at

<Current of base and collector>
emitter moves to the collector>
As the picture, electrons at collector are attracted by (+) supply, those of emitter repel against () and move to the base. Small parts are neutralized by the holes the rest move to the collector.
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Base and collector are reverse direction. But the layer is thinner than collector or emitter and
impurity level is low so the most of electrons from emitter move to the collector. Thus the current

I C flows from (+) supply to collector and a small current I B from (+) supply to base. When the
base current I B changes, collector’ s current increases or decreases. In other words, the bigger

I B the easier for electrons move between p-type and n-type so the current I C increases.
(Amplification)
The operation of PNP-type is basically the same as NPN-type. The difference is it has opposite
electrode and the direction of current is also opposite. The current carrier of NPN-type is
electron and that of PNP-type is hole. Transistors are used in many ways. We will discuss its
amplification and switching which are used commonly in automobiles.

7) TRANSISTOR’ S AMPLIFICATION
As we saw at the basics, most of electrons move to collector (more than 95%) and a little
electrons bond with holes at the base (less than 5%). So the direction of electrons and that of
current are opposite. The following equation shows the relationship between emitter current I E ,
collector current I C , and base current I B

I E = I B + IC
Since it allows the base current gets big collector current, it is called amplification of the
transistor. The ratio of I B and I C is called current amplitude (hFE). When I B is 1mA and I C is
100mA, hFE is 100. It means this transistor can amplify the input current 100 times. (* Current
amplitude of transistor is different by purpose, types, and etc)

hFE =

IC
100
=
= 100
IB ,
1

hFE=100
C
B
E

Ic=100mA

Ib=1mA

The uses of transistor are emitter ground, base ground, and collector ground. Emitter ground is
the most commonly used one.
out
C

input
(Ib=xx uA)

B
E
input

output
(Ic= xx mA)
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In general, amplification means amplifying the alternating current. The following is this case.
When the alternating current inputs between base and emitter, the base current I B flows only
when it is forward direction (same as diode). Also only half wave of collector current I C is
amplified and output. Transistor is not operating at the minus cycle because the direction
between base and emitter is reverse.
When the direct current is applied between base and emitter, direct current element and
alternating current element are added up and shows the waveform like the picture.

The voltage in this case is called bias voltage. Then we can see complete amplified output wave
forms. When the direct current element is removed by condenser, only amplified alternating
current appears.

out
C

input
(Ib=xx uA)

B
input

E

output
(Ic=xx mA)
bias voltage

Because of the bias voltage, inconveniently two power supplies are used. In fact lots of circuits
have a fixed bias using resistance, condenser to meet the purposes and it is connected to output
side power supply or current feedback bias and etc to meet the various purposes.
* A condition called saturation condition exists under the certain conditions of collector-emitter
voltage and collector current. In the saturation condition, large increases in the transistor base
current produce little increase in collector current. The amplification in the transistor exists in a
certain range. The range where the increase of base current can result the increase of collector
current is called active area.
Besides the current, voltage can be amplified too.
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Collector current changes as the base current does. It can be assumed as a variable resistance.
In that case the following equivalent circuit can be made up.
E

input

E

(Ib=xx uA)

R
output(Eo)

R
output(Eo)

C
B

current Ic

out current
current Ic

(Ic=xx mA)

E

<Equivalent circuit>
out voltage
(Eo=E-(Ic*R)

In the same condition as earlier, output voltage is opposite of input waveform in the base. Total
voltage E = voltage drop between collector and emitter (Eo) + voltage drop due to the resistance
R (Ic*R). When the current Ic increases the voltage at the resistance R increases too. So the
output voltage (Eo) decreases. (Output voltage Eo = E – (Ic*R))

The forms of base ground and collector ground, and switching operation of transistor is
discussed now.
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8) BASE GROUND CIRCUIT
Like the picture, it is called base ground circuit when the base is grounded and the input signal is
applied to emitter.

out
E

C

B
input

<Base ground circuit>

If there is no voltage between emitter and base, there is no emitter current. Either is collector
current because the voltage through resistance at emitter is reverse. As the circuit in the picture,
voltage is applied in forward direction, collector current flows through the resistance. In this
case, the sum of base current and collector current equals emitter current. So the ratio of input
current (emitter current) and out current (collector current) is less than 1 so the current is not
amplified.
In the case of voltage amplification, when 10mA flows in the emitter, base and collector have
1mA, and 9mA respectively. So the voltage drop occurs at the output collector due to the
resistance. Therefore 9mA *Resistance[kΩ ] = Output voltage, and it is amplified versus to the
input signal.

9) COLLECTOR GROUND CIRCUIT
Like the picture, the circuit with grounded collector, input signal to base, and output from emitter
is called collector ground method.
In the emitter ground circuit, collector current changes rapidly by the base current. The change
on the resistance connected to the collector does not affect much. However forward biased
voltage is applied to between emitter and base so the emitter current flows through the
resistance. So the emitter current is controlled by a little base current and also emitter current is
out
E
B
C
input

Collector ground circuit
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controlled directly by the change of resistance load.
According to the shared electrode, there are three different ways of grounds. The most general
one is emitter ground. The following table summarizes the characteristics.

Items

Emitter ground

Base ground

Collector ground

High

Low

Median

High

Median

Low

High

Median

Low

Input Impedance

Median

Low

High

Output Impedance

Median

High

Low

Reverse phase

In phase

In phase

Bad

Excellent

Good

Rate of current
amplification
Rate of voltage
amplification
Power amplification

Output phase vs. Input
High frequency
characteristics

<Characteristics table by different grounds>

Another typical use of transistor is switch that is used a lot in the automobiles.

10) SWITCHING OF TRANSISTOR
To make current flows between emitter and collector, base current Ib need to flow. In other
words, supplying base current to make the saturation condition. (Domestic electric appliances or
small signal amplification circuit uses active area instead of saturation range) Changing Ib ON /
OFF controls ON / OFF between emitter and collector. This is a sort of amplification.
Like the picture, transistor’ s switching can be used as relay.
Batt

Batt

ON/OFF signal input

ON/OFF

R

signal input

C

R

B
E

<Switching of relay>
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Equivalent to relay’ s excitation current is transistor’ s base current. Without relay’ s
mechanical contacts transistor can work as relay. When the load increases the current Ic
increases accordingly. If one transistor is not able to supply enough current, more than one
transistor can be connected to amplify the current.
Here are the advantages when transistor is used instead of relay.

-

Switching speed is fast. (More than 1000 times per 1second)

-

Since there is no mechanical contact, there is no chattering while switching and the
operation is stable.

-

Small size and less power consumption

-

Longer life time

11) DETERMINATION OF TRANSISTOR’ S TERMINALS
Like the picture, the emitter and base can be considered as a pn-junction diode, with the base
and collector as another diode.
Collector

Emitter

Collector

Base

<NPN type>

Emitter

Base

<PNP type>

1. In the normal condition, when the multi-meter reads B-E and B-C in the forward direction,
the current is flowing. (In case of digital-meter reads a couple of hundreds mV, in case of
analogue meter it shows a very low resistance) In contrast, when it reads reverse
direction, there is no change in the multi-meter because no current flows. (With the
digital meter, the voltage remains the same as the measuring stylus has no contact.
Analogue meter shows infinite resistance)
2. Measuring E-Chas no change on the multi-meter because no current flows. But by the
type and characteristics of transistor, it can show a very high resistance values when
contact red stylus(+) to emitter and black stylus(-) to emitter. (Opposite in case of NPN
type)
☞For the information, when you test transistor or diode connected in the circuit, the circuit resistance can
affect the measurement. It is desirable to test them separately from the circuit. Generally when transistor or
diode is damaged it appears like a short-circuit.
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< Example of electric/electronic wiring diagram: # 1 >
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Let's look into the wiring, ECU pin numbers, names, and usages of Accent Vehicle' EMS.
2, 3: Power ground
All the ground of actuators of ECU is connected to engine block. The specified thickness of
electrical wire is must be required, which may effect to the operations and reference signals of
ECU. The poor contact may result in the intermittent error.
4: Injector #3
25: Injector #4
53: Injector #2
30: Injector #1

ECU calculates the quantity of
fuel (injector opening duration)
and

the

starting

time

of

injection, and then injects the
optimized fuel needed to each
cylinder. (In case of cranking,
the injector opening duration
depends on the coolant temperature and type is simultaneous injection.)

The resistance of

injector is about 15~16Ω.
5: Automatic thermo switch for air conditioner (Thermostat)
It detects the temperature of air conditioner and sends ON/OFF signal to ECU.

Then ECU

controls the relay of compressor.
6: Air conditioner ON/OFF switch
Connected to the switch of blow fan in series, the air conditioner is ON when both switches are
ON.
8: Knock sensor
The knock sensor has the piezoelectric element and is located on the center of a cylinder wall.
When it detects the abnormal combustion (knocking), the ignition angle is retarded..
11: K terminal (to diagnosis scan tool)
The diagnoses scan tool is connected via K terminal, at which the communication between ECU
and scanner is possible. (Trouble code, sensor signal and etc.)
12: Vehicle speed sensor
The reed-typed switch installed in speed meter makes ON/OFF signal when the magnet of the
meter is rotating, which is connected to the output of transmission by cable.

ECU uses this

signal for the calculation of vehicle speed and a condition for the detection of vehicle
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stop/running.
15: Water temperature sensor (WTS)
Measuring the coolant temperature of the engine by thermistor, ECU controls the fuel injection
time according to the engine temperature and it is one of useful information to see the engine
status.
16: Manifold air pressure sensor (MAP)
It measures indirectly the amounts of the intake air, which amount is depended on the variation
of pressure in surge tank.

ECU controls the basic injection time and ignition angle with this

engine load signal. (In case of MAP sensor error, the engine stalling may occurs, but the vehicle
running is possible in the next cranking with programmed MAP depending on TPS, instead of real
MAP signal. At that time, engine is unstable and has no power in acceleration.)
17: Oxygen sensor (O2)
18: Oxygen sensor ground
ECU controls the injection time to
get the stoichiometric A/F with the
feedback signal received, which
signal is switching according to
the

density

exhaust

gas.

of

oxygen

(Zirconia

in

the

sensor,

100mV ~900mV)
55: Oxygen sensor heater
After cranking, it helps to increase
the temperature of oxygen sensor
for activation. (400~800 °C)
19: Throttle position sensor (TPS)
The signal of throttle opening is transferred to voltage signal and sent it to ECU, which signal is
used as the information for the detection of idle state and the degree of engine acceleration.
20: Air temperature sensor (ATS)
A thermistor installed. It measures intake air temperature and corrects fuel injection time.
24: Key ON switch (IG_1)
It detects the power voltage input and key ON/OFF.
26: Idle speed control valve (ISC – Open)
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54: Idle speed control valve (ISC – Close)
2 coil and duty controlled type. It controls the engine idle speed (800 RPM) with bypass of the
air directly to the surge tank. It opens 30% after warm-up and no-load state.

28: Ignition Coil #1, #4)
29: Ignition Coil #2, #3)
It

is

the

ignition

type

without distributor and is
called DLI (Distributor Less
Ignition).

The

ignition

angle is calculated by ECU
Power TR is equipped in
ECU and consists of 2 coils.
The resistance of primary
coil

is

0.5~0.6Ω

and

secondary about 12KΩ

31: Logic ground
It is the ground for the logic circuit (micro processor and IC) and normally connected to engine
block like the power ground. When the contact is poor, it can be the cause of intermittent error.
32: Backup power
This source power directly connected to battery, for maintaining the memory of adaptation values
and trouble codes. If this source power is disconnected from battery, the learned adaptation
values and trouble codes will be lost.
33: - Crank position sensor
34: + Crank position sensor
Magnetic type.

The A/C

(alternating current) signal
generated

from

the

60

teeth of crank wheel is
transmitted to ECU and it is
changed to square wave by
ECU. Because they are 60
pulses (3 long pulses), 1
pulse is 6 °CA. Referring to
this signal, ECU calculates
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the ignition timing and injection timing. The resistance is about 600Ω.
38: L terminal (to diagnosis scan tool)
Connected to diagnosis scan tool, if it is grounded, we can see the diagnosis code through the
check engine light.
39: ECU program connector
It is for re-programming and re-production.
42: 1'st cylinder position sensor (CAM)
This

sensor

uses

the

hall

element, and synchronized with
crank angle sensor to identify
the 1'st cylinder.
By the crank angle sensor signal,
ECU identifies only TDC position
but not the number of cylinder at
the moment. By the combination
with CAM sensor signal, ECU
identifies the number of cylinder.
44, 46: Sensor ground
The entire sensors are not grounded to the other ground circuits. (All grounds joint together
inside ECU but this sensor ground is separately assigned to avoid the interference of big current.
(A cause of noise)
45: Sensor source power
It supplies the reference voltage (5 volts) for throttle position sensor and mass air flow sensor.
In case of air temperature sensor and coolant temperature sensor, 5V voltage is supplied to them
through the resistance of ECU.
47: Malfunction indicator lamp (MIL)
This light is switched on when ECU detects the failure of sensor or actuator of an engine. (You
need to check with the scanner)
And when a failure is occurred, if the L terminal is grounded, MIL is blinking. You can identify the
trouble code with the duration and number of MIL ON/OFF.
48: Main relay / Fuel pump relay
At key on, ECU turns on this main / fuel pump relay. (This relay is on during 1~2 seconds before
cranking, and then it is on again after detection of crank angle signal.) At the same time, ECU
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performs the self-diagnosis by instant operating of each actuator.
As we can see the wiring diagram, the source power is supplied through the main relay, so the
cranking is not possible in case of its failure.
50: Canister purge solenoid valve
The vaporized gas is generated by means of the temperature increasing of fuel tank inside, which
gas is stored in canister. And then, according to engine conditions, ECU controls solenoid valve
for the vaporized gas to flow into intake manifold and burn it.
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< Example of electric/electronic wiring diagram: # 2 >
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Let's look into the wiring, ECU pin numbers, names, and usages of Matiz Vehicle' EMS.
2, 3: Power ground
All the ground of actuators of ECU is connected to engine block. The specified thickness of
electrical wire is must be required, which may effect to the operations and reference signals of
ECU. The poor contact may result in the intermittent error.
1 : Injector #2
4 : Injector #3
30 : Injector #1

ECU

calculates

the

quantity of fuel (injector
opening duration) and
the

starting

injection,
injects
fuel

and

the

needed

cylinder.
cranking,

time

(In

of
then

optimized
to

each

case

the

of

injector

opening duration depends on the coolant temperature and type is simultaneous injection.)
The resistance of injector is about 14~16Ω. *Trouble code: Injector #1(0201), Injector #2(0202),
Injector #3(0203)

5: 1'st cylinder position sensor (CAM)
This sensor uses optical element, is installed in a distributor and synchronized with crank angle
sensor to identify the 1'st cylinder.
By the crank angle sensor signal, ECU identifies only TDC position but not the number of cylinder
at the moment.

By the combination with CAM sensor signal, ECU identifies the number of
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cylinder. The TDC right after CAM switching is regarded as TDC of 1'st cylinder. *Trouble code:
0340
7 : Air conditioner ON/OFF switch
Connected to blower fan in series, if both of switches are ON, the air conditioner is ON/OFF
according to the engine conditions (A/C off conditions - cranking, take off, RPM, passing ahead
conditions, full load, etc.) and the pin #21 signal of the evaporator
9: Idle speed control valve (B – “ HI” )
35: Idle speed control valve (B – “ LO” )
36: Idle speed control valve (A – “ HI” )
40: Idle speed control valve (A – “ LO” )
Step motor controlled type. It controls the engine idle speed (800 RPM) with bypass of the air
directly to the surge tank. Increasing or decreasing the step, ECU controls idle speed according
to the coolant temperature until engine warm-up, and then keeps and controls the nominal idle
speed. The resistance of ISC is about 40 ~44Ω. *Trouble code: 0505
10 : Canister purge solenoid valve
The vaporized gas is generated by means of the temperature increasing of fuel tank inside, which
gas is stored in canister. And then, according to engine conditions, ECU controls solenoid valve
for the vaporized gas to flow into intake manifold and burn it.

Resistance: 40~44Ω *Trouble

code: 0440
11: K terminal (to M terminal of diagnosis scan tool connector)
The diagnoses scan tool is connected via K terminal, at which the communication between ECU
and scanner is possible. (Trouble code, sensor signal and etc.)
13: Diagnosis test terminal (to C terminal of diagnosis scan tool connector)
Connected to diagnosis scan tool, if it is grounded at key ON, we can see the diagnosis code
through the check engine light, and the ignition angle is so fixed at BTDC 10° that the
confirmation and correction is possible
12: Vehicle speed sensor
The reed-typed switch installed in speed meter makes ON/OFF signal (2 pulses per 1 revolution)
when the magnet of the meter is rotating, which is connected to the output of transmission by
cable. ECU uses this signal for the calculation of vehicle speed and a condition for the detection
of vehicle stop/running. *Trouble code: 0500
14: Main relay / Fuel pump relay
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At key on, ECU turns on this main / fuel pump relay. (This relay is on during 1~2 seconds before
cranking, and then it is on again after detection of crank angle signal.) At the same time, ECU
performs the self-diagnosis by instant operating of each actuator.
As we can see the wiring diagram, the source power is supplied through the main relay, so the
cranking is not possible in case of its failure. *Trouble code: 1510, 1610
15: Water temperature sensor (WTS)
Measuring the coolant temperature of the engine by thermistor, ECU controls the fuel injection
time according to the engine temperature and it is one of useful information to see the engine
status. *Trouble ode: 0115
16: Manifold air pressure sensor (MAP)
It measures indirectly the amounts of the intake air, which amount depends on the variation of
pressure in surge tank. ECU controls the basic injection time and ignition angle with this engine
load signal. In idle, 1.0 ~ 1.5V, but in case of MAP sensor error, the engine stalling may occurs,
but the vehicle running is possible in the next cranking with programmed MAP depending on TPS,
instead of real MAP signal. At that time, engine is unstable and has no power of acceleration in
driving. *Trouble code: 0105
17: Oxygen sensor (O2)
18:

Oxygen

sensor

ground
ECU

controls

the

injection time to get the
stoichiometric A/F with
the

feedback

signal

received, which signal is
switching according to
the density of oxygen in
the exhaust gas. It is
zirconia sensor and over
360°C,

the

signal

is

switching within 100mV ~900mV(closed-loop). If the temperature of the oxygen sensor is below
360°C() or its circuit is opened or shorted, ECU controls it with opened-loop and adapts nominal
value. *Trouble code: 0130
19: Throttle position sensor (TPS)
It is one of most important sensor and consists of a variable resistance. The signal of throttle
opening is transferred to voltage signal and sent it to ECU, which signal is used as the
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information for the fuel injection, the detection of idle state and the degree of engine
acceleration. In idle, 0.4 ~ 0.8V *Trouble code: 0120
20: Air temperature sensor (ATS)
ECU measures the air temperature, supplying the reference voltage to this thermister and then
receiving the voltage made from the change of resistance according to the air temperature. It is
used for the correction for the fuel injection time. *Trouble code: 0110
21: Air conditioner evaporator temperature sensor (thermister)
ECU detects the temperature of A/C evaporator by this thermister and controls the A/C
compressor relay ON/OFF not to avoid the ice and frost of the evaporator. *Trouble code: 1500
22: Octane control
This is for input signal for selecting of the octane number, with combination of pin#25 input.
(When we export vehicles to other country, it is used to satisfy the octane number locally). – If
the octane number is different, the ignition timing is also to be changed.
24: Key ON switch (IG_1)
It detects the power voltage input and key ON/OFF.
25: Octane control
See the pin #22.
26: Head lamp ON/OFF signal
ECU corrects the injection time, ignition angle and RPM with detection of headlamp ON/OFF
signal.
28 : Ignition coil #1, #3,
#2
It is ignition type with
distributor, the ignition
time calculated by ECU
is distributed to the
ignition spark of each
cylinder through ignition
coil. (order:1, 3, 2)
Power Tr is equipped in
ECU and consists of
one coil. Primary coil
resistance is about 1.2
Ω ±10%, secondary coil 12KΩ.
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31: Logic ground
It is the ground for the logic circuit (micro processor and IC) and normally connected to engine
block like the power ground. When the contact is poor, it can be the cause of intermittent error.
32 : Backup power
This source power directly connected to battery, for maintaining the memory of adaptation values
and trouble codes. If this source power is disconnected from battery, the learned adaptation
values and trouble codes will be lost.
33: (-) Crank position sensor
Optical type. The crank angle signal is detected by 54 holes of rotating disk in the distributor.
20 teeth (1 long tooth = 3 short teeth) per 1 cylinder means 12° crank angle per 1 tooth.
(Because it is connected to CAM shaft). According to this signal, ECU calculates the ignition time
and injection time. *Trouble code: 0320
37: Power steering switch input
ECU corrects the injection time, ignition angle and RPM with detection of power steering ON/OFF
signal.
38: L terminal (to B terminal of diagnosis connecter)
41: TPS signal output
The signal of throttle opening is converted to duty value by ECU for A/T vehicle and transferred
to TCM.
43: Malfunction indicator lamp (MIL)
This light is switched on when ECU detects the failure of sensor or actuator of an engine. (You
need to check with the scanner)
And when a failure is occurred, if test terminal (pin #13) is grounded, MIL is blinking. You can
identify the trouble code with the duration and number of MIL ON/OFF.
44, 46: Sensor ground
The entire sensors are not grounded to the other ground circuits. (All grounds joint together
inside ECU but this sensor ground is separately assigned to avoid the interference of big current.
(A cause of noise)

45: Sensor source power (Reference)
It supplies the reference voltage (5 volts) for throttle position sensor and mass air flow sensor.
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In case of air temperature sensor and coolant temperature sensor, 5V voltage is supplied to them
through the resistance of ECU.
47: Cooling fan relay (Low speed)
By the coolant temperature and air conditioner ON/OFF signal, ECU determines that the cooling
fan to be operated through low fan relay or high fan relay. If air conditioner is OFF and coolant
temperature increases to 93°C, ECU turns on the low fan, and then the coolant temperature
decreases below 90°C, ECU turns off the fan. If the coolant temperature increases to 100°C,
ECU turns on high speed fan, and then the coolant temperature decreases to 97°C, ECU turns on
the low fan, and turn off below 90°C. If the air conditioner is ON, high-speed fan is activated
regardless of other conditions. *Trouble code:1630
48: Engine RPM signal output
RPM value is sent to TCM at A/T vehicle.
50: Cooling fan relay (High speed)
Same as ECU pin #47. *Trouble code: 1631
51: Air conditioner compressor relay
When the switch of air conditioner is "ON", the ECU pin#21(evaporator) is ON, ECU activates this
compressor relay. The air conditioner is ON/OFF according to the engine conditions. (A/C off
conditions - cranking, take off, RPM, passing ahead conditions, full load, etc.) *Trouble code:
1620
52: Source power input through main relay
ECU uses this voltage signal to correct the degree of actuator opening. (The operation of
actuator needs the correction according to the battery voltage.)
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